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032.79

7.5. 1a

7.5.2a

7.5.2b

T7.5-1

T7.5-3

7.6. 1a

'Ihe FSAR section on safety related display instrunentation is

incanplete and/or inconsistent as follows:

1. 'Ihe SRDI as identified in 7.5.1a.1 and Table 7.5-1 is

incanplete in canparison to the instrunentation

identified in 7.5. 1a.4. Specifically, two fuel zone

water level channels, control rod information, neutron

monitors, all pertinent annunciators and valve position

3 13 indicators, and relief valve discharge pipe temperature

SSES

30

monitors are identified as SRDI in 7.5.1a.4, but, are not

included in Table 7.5-1. In addition, Table 7.5-1 does

not indicate what SRDI is on the remote shutdown panel,

what SRDI provides post-accident monitoring, and what

SRDI is supplied Class 1E power. In several cases, the

discussion indicates that two to four channels of

information are displayed on what is identified as a

single channel indicator in Table 7.5-1. There is no

information listed in Table 7.5-1 for the HPCI turbine

stean pressure entry.

2. Sections 7.5.1a.4 and 7.5.2a.5.1 state, or imply, that

"indicators and recorders" will not be qualified for

post-seismic performance while 7.5.2a.5.5 states that

recorders and indicators are seismically qualified.

3. 'Ihe statements on Regulatory Guide 1.97 in Sections 3.13

and 7.5.2a are contradictory or misleading. Section 3.13

states that SRDI was not evaluated atainst RG 1.97, Rev.



1, while 7.5.2a states that the SRUTI ccmplies with

paragraphs C.2 through C.16 of RG 1.97 (no revision

nunber is stated and the SRDI does not ccmply with C.3 of
I

RG 1.97, Rev. 1).

4. Table 7.5-3 indicates that r'ecorders that provide post-

accident monitoring history are not provided with Class

1E power and Section 7.6.1b states that the recorders are

not safety related. It is the staff's position that

recorders providing PAM history are safety related and

must be seismically qualified to be operable following an

accident.

5. Table 7.5-3 indicates that only the wide range

containment and suppression pool pressures are recorded

while Section 7.6. 1b states that both the narrow range



and wide range presures are recorded.

6 . Section 7.5.2b states that cross checking between

divisions is the means for checking operability on

instrunentation, but does not address how the operable

system is determined if the instrunents do not canpare.

'Ihis determination could be crucial if a discrepancy

occurs during an accident with only two channels of

information displayed.

Amend your FSAR to provide a complete and consistent analysis

of the safety related display instrunentation. Provide a

discussion of how the operator will be instructed to resolve

discrepancies occurring between two instrunent channels

during an accident. Revise your design as necessary to

assure that all recorders and indicators used for

post-accident monitoring (or history) are qualified to be

operable following a seimic event and are powered fran CLass

1E power.

032.89

7.6. 1a

SSES

31

&e description of the refueling inter locks is unacceptable

as follows:

1. 1he statements in 7.6. 1a.1.3.4 and 7.6. 1a.1.3.6 do not

indicate compliance with single failure criteria.
(Single failure criteria require that protection frcm an

accident is still provided with any single failure

present, not that a single failure will not cause an



accident.)

2; Even though refueling operations are the means by which

the core reactivity is restored, no mention is made of

any interlocks that ensure that the core reactivity is

adequately monitored during refueling (nor is there

reference to the mechanisms used to ensure refueling with

identical or suitable fuel).

Revise your design and/or your analysis to provide compliance

with single failure criteria. Justify the exclusion of flux

monitoring instrunents A.an the interlocks on the refueling

platform and indicate how ccmpliance with GDCs 10, 26, and 27

are maintained and/or re-established following refueling:

032.81

7.6. 1a.3

F7.3-10

SSES

32

'Ihe description of the high pressure/low pressure interlocks

is incomplete and/or inconsistent as follows:

1. It is not clear whether the last two sentences of the

first paragraph of 7.6. la.3.3.1 apply to all valves or

just to recirculation suction valves.

2. 'Ihe logic shown on Figure 7.3-10 for RHRS does'ot show

close signals originating Q.an reactor pressure

interlccks for any RHRS valves (isolation logic is shown,

but is not connected to close circuit).

3. The discussion indicates two motor-operated injection

valves for RHR, but only one is listed in the table.

'Ihe steam condensing mode of RHR is included in the

table, but is not discussed. Figur e 7.3-10 does not show



one of the valves and indicates that the other valve is a

pressure regulating valve.

5. It is stated that the core spray valve "must start

opening above system design pressure to fulfillthe

flooding function." 'Ihe permissive pressure for this

valve is the sane as for the RHR system.

6. It is stated that the recirculation suction valves have

independent and diverse interlocks to prevent valve

opening with high primary system pressure, but no

diversity is identified.

Revise your FSAR as necessary to correctly describe the high

pressure/low pressure interlocks. Include the design basis

that justifies a valve permissive pressure that exceeds the

"system design pressure," and identify all systems in this

category. Identify the "diverse interlocks" claimed for the

recirculation valves. (Ifdiversity is provided by utilizing

pressure switches fran two different manufacturers, identify

the diverse principles by which the pressure switches

function.)

032,82

7.6.1a.4

F7.4-2

33

'Ihe RCIC flow rate monitoring switches are identified as

differential switches (measuring pressure drop across an

elbow) in the circuit description and as pressure switches

(sensing high flow by low pressure) in the logic

description. Section 7.6. 1a.4 states that there are two
W

channels of (differential) pressure monitoring in each logic,



but Figure 7.4-2 only shows one switch in each logic. Revise

the appropriate section to provide a correct and consistent

description of the RCIC flow rate monitoring circuits.

Provide instrunent specifications and setpoints.

032.83

7.6.1a.4

SSES

34

Where is the instrunentation for the "area drain monitoring

system" and "area temperature monitoring system" (mentioned

in 7.6.1a.4.3.6) for the HNCU discussed? Also, revise

7.6. 1a.4.3.6.2.2 to properly. describe the RWCU flow

ccmparison logic; the use of two trip units connected to the

sane flow canparator does not constitute one-out-of-two

logic.

032.84

7.6. 1a. 4

SSES

35

Revise your discussion of safety/relief valve discharge line

temperature monitoring to correctly identify the monitoring

scheme. lf the thermocouples are actually all connected in

parallel, provide a discussion of how the open relief valve

is identified.

032.95

7.6.1a.4

SSES

36

Clarify your discussion of HPCI system leakage detection as

follows:

l. 'Ihe circuit description states that some temperature

isolation signals are imnediate and sane must persist

continuously for a fixed time before isolation is

initiated. 'Ihe logic description states that all signals

are delayed.

2. 'Ihe lcgic is said to be one-out-of-tm, but it is not



clear whether this applies to the ambient and

differential temperatures individually or collectively.

3. The three identical statements on bypasses and interlocks

and the circuit description imply that HPCI isolation

cannot be initiated manually, nor initiated fran the high

flow/low pressure logic, if a "logic test" is in

progress.

4. Instrunent specifications are not given, nor referenced,

for either the flow or temperature channels.

032.86

7.6.1a.5

7.6.2a.5

F7.6-17
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The presentations in Sections 7.6.1a.5 and 7.6.2a.5 provide a

questionable explanation of how the SRMs respond to

reactivity changes. This in turn makes the analysis for

compliance to design requirements questionable. Revise the

FSAR to address the following specific points.

1. Justify the claim that the SRMs are designed to meet the

single failure criterion in light of your statement that

the SRM channels are not redundant.

2. Provide docunentation to support the contention that one

"section" of the core can independently be on a 20-second

period (Section 7.6.2.5. 1).

3. Indicate whether the redundancy/single failure

relationship of the SRMs is applicable to the IRMs.

4. The APRM response to a full control rod withdrawal is not

shorn on Figure 7.6-17 in contradiction of the statement
'

in 7.6.2a.5.

5. The parenthetical description contradicts the remainder



of the statement in the first paragraph of 7.6.1a.6.3.

6. The LPRM positions are misidentified in Figure 7.6-15.

Neither Figure 7.6-15 nor 7.6-16 is clear on whether

one or both detectors are failed. Also, verify that a

factor of two difference in response (as shown on

Figures 7.6-15 and 7.6-16) exists between RBM-A and

RBM-B. If this difference is real, identify the cause

and address the effect it has on the APRM trips. (Mould

doing away with the B and/or D inputs improve the APRM

response, i.e., cause the APRM signal to increase

significantly faster than the average power?)

032; 87

7.6. 1a.8

7.6. 2a.8

F7.2-1

F7.7-7

SSES
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Revise your description of the recirculation punp trip or the

appropriate sections of the FSAR to resolve the following

inconsistencies:

1. The FSAR states that the RPT's a Class 1E- system.

Verify that the sensors and logic are seismically

qualified since your analysis merely states that it meets

the requirements of a non-existent subsection of IEEE

344-1 971.

2. The logic is described as two-out-of-two under

"Initiating Circuits," but is correctly identified, in

the "Logic" description, as two-out-of-two for the

control valves and one-out-of-two-twice for the stop

valves.

3. It is stated in the logic paragraph that failure to

initiate requires failures in more than two RPS



divisions, when obviously failures in A plus C, A plus D,

B plus C, or B plus D could prevent initiation for the

control valves. (The logic is not, sufficiently

definitive for the stop valve to determine whether more

than two failures would be required.) Similarly,

initiation would require two or more channels.

4. Ihe logic shown in Figure 7.2-1 identifies breakers by

the nunbering scheme used with the two-speed

recirculation pumps used in newer (than SSES) EMRs. What

breakers are actually tripped?

5. The logic shown in Figure 7.2-1 includes a trip bypass

and power level enable (with the enable given in the

wrong direction) that are not included in the description

or the analysis.

6. 'Ihe recirculation punp FCDs provided in Section 7.7 do

not indicate that the RPT is implemented, even though the

ASS trips are shown.

,7. It is stated that paragraphs 4.11, 4.12, and 4.15 of IEEE

279-1971 are not applicable to the RPT. It is the

staff's position that all requirements of the standard

are applicable and justification must be provided for

deviating frcm any requirement. Each of these positions

is addressed in Section 7.2 when the sane circuit is

analyzed for the RPS.

032.38

-7.3

No discussions, descriptions, or analyses of HPCI or RCIC

manual isolation systems could be found in Sections 7.3,



7.4

7.6

F7 3-7

'7.4-2

Dwg 791E420AE

Dwg 791E421AE

SSES

39

7.4, or 7.6. A review of Figures 7.3-7 and 7.4-2 and

elementary diagrams 791E420AE and 791E421AE revealed

several concerns about the HPCI and RCIC manual isolation

systems. Justify having a manual initiation that:

1) Operates only one of the two isolation valves and,

therefore, does not meet the requirement of the single

failure criteria or Regulatory Guide 1.62.

2) Is interlocked with the system initiation signals such

that the manual isolation switch is ineffective unless

a system initiation signal is present.

032.89

7.4.1.1.3.1

SSES

40

The text indicates that RCIC system will not autanatically

return fran the test to the operating mode on system

initiation if the flow controller is in the manual mode.

Is this annunciated in the control rocm as a system

inoperable/bypassed indication as recannended by Regulatory

Guide 1.47?

032.90

7.4. 1.1

SSES

41

Describe the actions required to restart RCIC upon again

reaching reactor low water level after RCIC has been tripped

due to reactor high water level.

032.91

7.4.2.1.2.1.7

SSES

42

The analysis for Regulatory Guide 1.47, Position C.4, is

incanplete since it does not indicate that the individual

system level indicators can be actuated manually fran the

control rocm by the operators. Describe the provisions



incorporated into the Susquehanna design to satisfy Position

C.4 of Regulatory Guide 1.47. (Note: This position is not

intended to address the testing of annunciators, but is

intended to provide manual initiation of system level

indication of inoperable and bypassed status.)

032.92

7.4. 1. 3

Section 7.4. 1.3.3. 1 states that during the'initial phase of

cooling the reactor, only a portion of the RHR heat exchanger

SSES capacity is required. What is the basis for this statement

and is it related to the normal operation of the RHR? Also,

the second sentence in Section 7.4. 1.3.3.2 does not clarify

the first sentence of the section. Two redundant shutdown

cooling modes are identified earlier, but what are the "two

diverse shutdown cooling means" referred to in Section

7.4. 1.3.3.5?

032.93

7.4.1.4

Dwg E149

Dwg E153

A review of the remote shutdown panel description, Drawing

E149, and various system drawings indicates several possible

concerns.

1) The remote shutdown panel is a single panel with only

SSES

44

the minimun controls and instrunentation required to

bring the reactor to cold shutdown status. Other ERR

plants (Zimner and Grand Gulf) have provided separate and

independent remote shutdown panels. Justify havin'g a

remote shutdown. panel that does not meet the single

failure criteria and describe the-means used to meet the

separations criteria inside the remote shutdown panel.





~ )

2) Transferring control to the remote shutdown panel

disables autanatic ECCS actuation of both RHR loops.

During this condition the ECCS is no longer capable of

providing cooling for all DBAs. Justify.

3) When transferring control to the remote shutdown panel,

controls for sane functions are transferred to maintained

contact switches. Describe how the oper'ator determines

the proper position of the control switches on the remote

shutdown panel before making the transfer. Analyze the

effects on plant safety of operating any of the transfer

switches with its associated control switches in the

incorrect position.

032.94

7.3

7.4

Dwg E153

A review of the RHR Drawing E153 indicates an interlock

between Units 1 and 2 such that when an RHR punp is operating

in one unit, the corresponding RHR pump in the other unit
I

cannot be started. 'Ibis interlock is in addition to the one

SSES

45

questioned in Question SSES 24. 'Ihis interlock is not

mentioned or described in the FSAR text and also appears to

be a violation of GDC-5.

Amend the FSAR and/or drawing to fully describe the

interlocks between the RHR systems in Units 1 and 2. Provide

a detailed analysis to justify having such an interlock that

will prevent the safe and orderly shutdown and cooldown of

one unit (by preventing RHR operation) while the RHR system

in the other unit is operating. Include this interlock in



your discussion and analysis of compliance with GDC-5.

032.95

7.4.1.2

SSES

The FSAR text states in Section 7.4. 1.2.3.3 that when the

.SLCS is initiated, both explosive valves fire and also

states in Section 7.4. 1.2.3.6 that when the SLCS is

46 initiated, one of the two explosive valves are fired. Amend

the FSAR to resolve this discrepancy.

032.96

7.4. 1.4

T7.4-3

47

'Ihe FSAR states the remote shutdown panel transfer switches

will generate a signal to actuate valves in a direction

that will isolate piping that could bypass significant

volunes of water away fran systems required for remote

shutdown. 1he valves that are actuated to the

"safe-condition" are listed in T7.4-3, but T7.4-3 does not

indicate which condition (either open or closed) is the

"safe-condition" for all such valves. Amend T7.4-3 to

include which condition is the "safe-condition" for all

valves so actuated when the transfer switches are operated.

032.97

7.4.2.1

7.4.2.2

Apparent inconsistencies and anissions were noted 'in the

analysis for canpliance with the following criteria.
Amend the FSAR as required.

A. RCIC

48 1) Regulatory Guide 1.6. Justify your statement that

because the single failure criteria are not

applicable, RG-1.6 is not applicable to RCEC.

2) General Design Criteria 21. 'Ihe analysis addresses



testability but does not. address reliability.

3) General Design Criteria 29. The analysis merely

states the function of RCIC; it does not address the

probability of the system functioning when needed.

4) General Design Criteria 34. 'Ihe analysis consists of

a reference to a non-existent subsection.

5) IEEE 279. The discussion presented under paragraph

4. 12 is pertinent to paragr aph 4. 13 and is unrelated

to paragraph 4. 12. 'Ihe discussion should be modified

as needed and relocated to paragraph 4. 13. It
appears that there are no operating bypasses as

defined in IEEE 279 associated with RCIC.

B. SLCS

1) General Design Criteria 20 and IEEE 279, paragraph

4. 1. The analysis describes instrunentation that is

not a part of the SLCS. Justify the non-compliance

of the SLCS with the autanatic actuation requirement.

2) General Design Criteria 28. No analysis for GDC-28

is given. Does the SLCS meet GDC-28 assuning that

the maximun anount of the SLCS piping that could

contain cold water does so at the time the system is

activated with the reactor at frill power?

3) IEEE 279, paragraphs 4.8 and 4.9. The analysis

presented describes instrunents that are neither

system inputs nor system input sensors.
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